Ongo Partnership Ltd.
Equality Diversity & Inclusion Steering Group
Agenda
Date: Thursday 22nd July 2021
Time: 9:30am-11:30pm
Venue: Virtual Meeting, MS Teams
1.

Welcome & apologies (Karen)

For note

9:30am

2.

Notes and actions from previous meeting
(Karen)

For note

9:35am

Presentation – hate crime during the last year
(Claire Coyle)
National Centre for Diversity Update (Karen)
- Leaders in Diversity outcome
- FREDIE Awards
Recruitment update (Lauren)

Information

9:40am

Information /
Discussion

10:10am

Information

10:20am

EDI Action Plan update (Karen)
- Web Accessibility (Erica on behalf of
Chloe Sanderson)
Open discussion – keeping women & girls safe –
how can we contribute to this?
Ten minute break

Information /
Discussion /
Decision

10:30am

Discussion

10:50am

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

11:15am

Impact assessment quality check – Lettings
Policy (Erica)
Updates from other groups
- NLEDIF (5/5/21) (Karen)
- HDN North Group (8/6/21) (Karen)
10.
- E&D Humber Practitioners Network
(24/6/21) (Erica)
- Disability Confident Group (2/7/21)
(Matt)
11. AOB (All)

Information /
Discussion

11:25am

Information

11:35am

Information

11:45am

12. Reflection of today’s meeting (all)
& time of next meeting
13. Date
th
16 September 2021 – 9:30am (MS Teams)

Discussion

11:55am

9.

Ongo Partnership Ltd.
Equality Diversity & Inclusion Steering Group
Agenda
Date: Thursday 18th March 2021
Time: 9:30am-11:30pm
Venue: Virtual Meeting, MS Teams
1.
1.1

Welcome and apologies
KC welcomed all to the meeting.

1.2

Present: Karen Cowan (Chair) (KC), Colin Boyce (CB), Lauren Robinson (LR), Leah
Gillott (LG), Mazen Abd Alhak (MAA), Pauline Smith (PS), Wendy Wolf (WW), Matt
Kelly (MK), Erica Sanderson (ES), Emma Kershaw (EK), Aaron Simpson King (ASK),
Grace Fixter (GF), Jo Sugden (JS), Michael Taurone (MT), Olivia Minaudo (OM),
Paige Whittingham (PW), Rabul Ibrahim (RI), Tim Mills (TM), Jane Crookes (JC),
Tanya Brookes (TB), Helen Wright (HW), Claire Sparrow (CS), Jess White (JW)

1.3

Observer: Heena Mistry (National Centre for Diversity (NCfD) Assessor) (HM)

1.4

Apologies: Nayeema Choudhry (NC), Katie Herron (KH), Dawn Warwick (DW), Lisa
Smith (LS) Julie Collins (JC)

2.

Notes and actions from the previous meeting (Chair)
Action
Who Progress
1
Yearly plan of celebrations to be LG
Agenda item for March meeting
put in every month and report to
group
2
To make a list of e-learning is
LR
Update from LR: It is all
available to tenants on learning
available to tenants once they
pool and share with group
sign up. I think we might need
to look at what we want to make
available to tenants. There is no
specific tenant e learning on
learning with Ongo so if we
want to look at setting up a
‘tenant programme’ we can do,
LR will need to liaise with WW
on this and include the Equality
& Diversity E Learning on this,

Action

3

Review Ongo staff code of
conduct to include something
that alludes that we should all
be allies

4

Terms of reference to be
received
Feedback the issues with using
Google Translate for some
languages – Specifically Arabic
to the NL EDI Forum
Future agendas to include
timings for each item & a break
to be scheduled in the middle of
meeting
To speak with IT regarding rent
statements being sent in Colin’s
Formatting

5

6

7

8

Next Year’s EDI meetings to be
booked and sent out

Who Progress
but probably needs reviewing
for tenants
ES
Complete.
Sent request to MM for this to
be included in code of conduct
review
UPDATE: Discussed with MM
and agreed that the Code of
Conduct wouldn’t be the right
document for this, to pick up in
the review of the EDI policy
ES
Completed
KC

To be picked up at the May
North Lincs EDI Forum

EK

Completed

MK

Completed
Sarah Hardman has been
liaising with Colin on the rent
statement issues he had had
Completed

EK

3.
3.1

Leaders in Diversity update (ES)
ES gave update on the Leaders in Diversity accreditation journey to date and
introduced HM. ES thanked for all completed surveys from colleagues and
explained the next steps. HM will be completing targeted 1:1 meetings with
colleagues and tenants over the next few days. She will then pull together all the
feedback from these meetings along with the survey data and our comprehensive
self-assessment against the standard and make a recommendation to the NCfD for
us to achieve the accreditation – we hope! This should be mid-April. KC or ES will
communicate the outcome to the group as soon as we hear.

4.

EDI Calendar for 2021 (LG)

4.1

LG presented the events calendar the PR Team have created and explained how it
will work going forward. It is spread across the business into sections around EDI,
Health and Wellbeing, Ongo-specific etc. The group were asked to share any
thoughts, ideas or suggestions directly with LG outside the meeting for how we
can raise awareness around the different topics. This could be personal or what’s
going on in your work life. A video blog from members on their personal
experiences in or out of work in respect of FREDIE.

4.2

All EDI group members encouraged to come forward and get involved, EK, ASK &
JC (Lettings Team) all volunteered in the meeting to help, great piece of work by
LG 

5.
5.1

Board / LT update - EDI (KC)
The leadership team is fully supportive of unconscious bias training, and it is to be
rolled out to the EDI Steering Group members and the Heads of Service. TM said
what a great session it is. Two dates to be arranged and will be communicated
with the group. ACTION (ES) – communicate dates for training with the group to
book onto.

5.2

JS explained the new NHF Code of Governance and the changes to the length of
time Board Members are able to remain on the board. It has changed from 9 years
to 6 years. There is to be a new Succession Planning Policy which will go to June
board for approval. There is consideration currently of introducing board trainee
members through the HDN’s Board Mentoring programme. This would create
balance and a great mix of skills.

6.
6.1

Race action plan update (KC)
KC explained that a lot of the action plan had been completed but still some
outstanding items which were updated.

6.2

LR updated the group to explain that we have a lot more information in relation to
colleagues and race / ethnicity so will be able to provide much more accurate
results in terms of the race pay gap at Ongo.

6.3

In terms of engaging with young people, we have used different platforms to
engage with young people which has been successful.

6.4

We have joined HDN and can now advertise our vacancies through that network to
help get a broader diversity of applicants.

6.5

We have linked up with a local social enterprise, RedEverywhere and they have
contacts with the Black and Asian Leadership Institute (BALI). Both this and HDN
have been used to advertise our recent vacant leadership role. We have also
revised our job adverts to state we are actively encouraging applications from
underrepresented groups – e.g. ethnically diverse, disabled people, women etc.
(as relevant at the time of vacancy).

6.6

Discussion around why underrepresented group in terms of ethnicity are not
bidding on our properties. JC & MK have spoken around this topic however people
only bid on what is available to them. ACTION (JC) – provide data of numbers of
applicants for different ethnic profiles.

7.
7.1

Round- table session to discuss the 2021/22 action plan (ES)
ES explained that the 2021 / 22 action plan would be informed by a number of
different factors. Any outstanding actions from the Race Action Plan from 2020 /
2021 would be included, along with recommendations from the NCfD
accreditation report. The strategic objectives and priorities identified by the Group
Common Board will provide themes within the action plan. The discussion was
then opened up to the group to discuss what other themes should be considered
for the action plan. The following were proposed:
 Education, training and awareness for colleagues and board members
 Education and training for tenants
 Recruitment of unrepresented groups
 Increase of unrepresented groups on tenant panels
 Covid-19 and promotion of the vaccine amongst ethnically diverse groups
 Covid-19 and coming out of the restrictions
 Hate crime and community cohesion
 Mental health and social isolation
 Reporting on the race pay gap
 Embedding FREDIE across the organisation
 Accessibility of ongo.co.uk

7.2

In respect of hate crime and community cohesion, it was agreed that the group
would like to know about the numbers and outcomes of ASB reports for these
categories over the last year. ACTION (ES) ask CC to present to the group at
July’s meeting

8.

Break

9.

Updates from other groups

9.1

North Lincolnshire EDI Forum (NLEDIF) (KC) – KC attended this. KC chairs and ES
is the secretary. The group is attended by a wide variety of agencies from across
North Lincolnshire including North Lincolnshire Council, Public Health, the NHS,
Humberside Fire & Rescue, the Police and Colleges. Guest speakers at the last
meeting were RedEverywhere and the Smile Foundation.
a) RedEverywhere is a company who run BAME community mentoring and
coaching programme locally are working to empower young people from
different backgrounds to make good, positive choices for their future. They aim
to have 100 mentors from the diverse communities, the mentor journey is
initially for 12 months. They also have links with the national Black and Asian
Leadership Institute (BALI). It has been agreed that all Ongo leadership
vacancies can be shared with BALI.
b) The Smile Foundation is a new befriending and signposting service for the
local Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic community. Its purpose is to support the
reduction of social isolation through social prescribing. They are currently
working on vaccine videos in different languages, these will be shared as soon
as possible.

9.2

E&D Humber Practitioners Network (ES) - ES attended the Humber EDI network
which has a new Chair, Richard Bartlett from Hull City Council.
a) Katrin Platt from the probation service has funding available to support
probation service users from ethnically diverse communities. She has linked in
with Kerry and encourages others to get in touch. Contact ES for details.
b) The Police have held a Zoom employment support session. Jemma Akers linked
in with this and the aim was to engage with young people in less represented
profiles to consider work with the police.

9.3

HQN EDI Network (ES) – ES attended this. The last session was centred on
LGBTQ+. Resident Involvement Officer at PA housing presented on how he has
developed Resident Involvement with the LGBTQ+ community at PA Housing. ES
has requested his contact details to share with WW for networking. The
Houseproud accreditation was also discussed which is specific to LGBTQ+ and is
free to do.

9.4

HDN North Group (ES) - ES attended this time but KC is the usual representative
for Ongo. Focused on BLM which led to discussions around strategies for EDI.
Ongo doesn’t have or need a separate strategy for this as it is linked into the One
Ongo strategy. Discussed that most member organisations have board champion
for EDI, this has been discussed for Ongo post Andrew Pate but decision is that
EDI is all board members responsibility and not just one person champion. HDN

members (Ongo is a member of HDN) have access to a member resource area that
is currently being reviewed / revised, ES will provide details for access once live.
10.
10.1

AOB
There have unfortunately been allegations of racism and homophobia put forward
by an ex tenant volunteer against some members of Community Voice. As a result
of these allegations, Ongo engaged TPAS to independently investigate the
complaints made. TPAS carried out a desk top review and interviewed staff and
tenants. They concluded that there were no significant issues, however, some
refresher training would be beneficial for some individuals (please note that the
unconscious bias training planned in will be perfect to address this). TPAS did find
that one tenant volunteer had been in breach of the volunteers’ code of conduct,
but this individual has since resigned from all customer engagement activity and
so no action was required.

10.2

It appears that the Browse Aloud function on the Ongo website doesn’t cater for
PDF documents, e.g. font can’t be adjusted for those with sight difficulties,
translations not available etc. The work to find a solution for this will be added to
the action plan. ACTION (KC&ES) to share this information with wider
networking groups to raise awareness

10.3

The EDI Steering Group has been shortlisted for the EDI Steering Group of the Year
award and ES has been shortlisted for the EDI Lead of the Year at the NCfD’s
FREDIE Awards 2021. ES was nominated by Heena Mistry from the NCfD for all the
great work she does. The EDI steering group is very happy and congratulated Erica
on her nomination.

11.
11.1

Reflection of today’s meeting
All were happy with this meeting. A suggestion was made to have a presentation
at every other meeting in the future rather than at each one.

12.
12.1

Date & time of next meeting
1 July 2021 09:30am (MS Teams)

13.
1

Actions
Action
Who
Communicate dates for
ES
Unconscious Bias
training with the group to
book onto

By when?
ASAP

Progress
COMPLETED
Training sessions arranged for:
29/4/21
27/5/21

2

3
4

5

Action
Provide data of numbers
of applicants for housing
for different ethnic
profiles

Who
JC

Produce draft action plan
and share with EDI group
Share with networks that
Browse Aloud function
on websites doesn’t work
on PDF documents
Ask CC to present to the
group at July’s meeting

KC /
30/4/21
ES
KC/ES 30/06/21

ES

By when?
30/4/21

ASAP

Progress
COMPLETED
Currently there are 7859
applicants registered for Home
Choice Lincs. Of these
applicants, 245 declare they are
from a Black, Asian or other
minority ethnic background.
That equates to 3.11%
COMPLETED
COMPLETED

COMPLETED – PG presenting on
behalf of CC

HATE CRIME
July 2021
Paul Grimley, Tenancy Services

ASB Policy states:
‘we will respond to reports of hate
incidents/crime in 24 hours’

Ongo is a Hate Crime
Reporting Centre 3rd Party
Humberside Police
Community Cohesion Officer
Regular staff briefings
across all teams

Stats since 2019
YEAR

NO CASES

TARGET 100%

2019/20

14



2020/21

12



01.04.21

4



Key Learning from cases:
• Challenge language with residents
• Don’t wait for police action
• Support victims
• Raising awareness amongst colleagues

Future Scanning…..
• Police and Crime Commissioner – new plan Autumn 2021
• Attend Hate Crime meetings
• Engage vulnerable members of community
• Improve Communication between Police and local
communities
• Ensure victims get help and support
• Victims can report anonymously so hotspots can be
identified

Third Party Hate Crime Reporting Centres
Scunthorpe job centre
Ongo House
Scunthorpe Central library.
Barton Library, Baysgarth community hub.
Brigg Angel Community Hub. (Will be on board in near future).
Citizen Advice Bureau Scunthorpe.
The Ashby Link community Hub.
Crosby One, St George church hall.
Crowle Community hub.
Epworth Community Hub. (Will be on board in near future).
Bea WOOD, People Focused Group. Wellness Centre, 45 Montrose
Avenue, Intake, Doncaster, DN2 6PL website www.beayourself.co.uk
• The ARC at Westcliffe, Scunthorpe. (Will be on board in near future).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions?

Ongo Homes
Group Equality & Diversity
June 2020
E & D Recruitment Monitoring
1.0

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To provide an overview of our equality and diversity recruitment monitoring data, covering
the period January 2021 to May 2021. This data relates to all new starters including
commercial enterprises but excluding agency workers. This report will also focus on an
audit sample taken in June 2021 for applications HR received in the period January 2021
to May 2021. It will cover age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage or civil
partnership status, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation. This report also
includes comparisons of the new starter and recruitment data to the local demographic
data available from the 2011 census.

2.0

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

2.1

New starters
There have been 22 new appointments since 1 January 2021 on a mixture of permanent
and temporary contracts.
Our findings:
Age










13% of new starters are aged below 25.
13% of new starter’s ages range from 25 to 29.
18% of new starter’s ages range from 30 to 34.
13% of new starter’s ages range from 35 to 39.
4% of new starters ages range from 40 to 44.
13% of new starter’s ages range from 45 to 49.
13% of new starter’s ages range from 50 to 54.
4% of new starter’s ages range from 55 – 59.
4% of new starters are aged above 65.

Disability
 13 % of new starters describe themselves as having a disability.
Sexual Orientation
 100 % of new starters state they are heterosexual.
Gender
 31 % of new starters state they are female.
 69 % of new starters state they are male.
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Gender reassignment
 No new starters identified as transgender.
Marriage or civil partnership status
 13 % of new starters state they are married.
 22 % of new starters preferred not to say.
 65% of new starters haven’t stated anything.
Religion or belief
 18 % of new starters state their religious belief is Christianity.
 13 % of new starters state their religious belief is Muslim.
 54 % of new starters state they do not have a religious belief.
 15 % of new starters preferred not to say.
Race / Ethnic Origin
 86 % of new starters stated their race as British (White – English).
 4 % of new starters stated their race as Mixed Heritage - White and Black African.
 10% of new starts stated their race as Asian or Asian British – Bangladeshi.
January 2021 – May 2021 monitoring findings are detailed in Appendix 1.
2.2

Job Applications/CV’s
The audit is based on all job applications/CV received externally over the period of
January 2021 – May 2021. Please note that the equality monitoring form is not
mandatory therefore not all applicants will have completed the survey and this data
does not include vacancies that have only been advertised internally.
Our findings:
Age
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Disability

Race / Ethnic Origin

Gender
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Gender reassignment

Sexual Orientation
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Religion or belief

Marriage or civil partnership status

3.

NEW STARTER AND RECRUITMENT COMPARISON TO LOCAL DEMOGRAPHICS

3.1

Gender
In the 2011 census the population of North Lincolnshire was 167,446 and is made up of
approximately 51% females and 49% males. The recruitment data shows us that we had
more female applicants than males however despite there being more males in our local
demographic in North Lincolnshire we have recruited more males than females in the
last 6 month period.
Age
The 2011 census tells us that the average age of people in North Lincolnshire is 41,
while the median age is higher at 42. 19.3% of the North Lincolnshire population is
aged 65 and over, higher than regional and national figures. Currently there are 32,522
people aged 65+ resident in North Lincolnshire.
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We have a broad range of people in different age groups both applying for our vacancies
and being appointed in to roles at Ongo evidencing that our recruitment process is
reaching people of all ages. Please see table of ages broken down by age in our local
demographic illustrated below.

Marital Status
The census tells us that 49.3% of people are married, 13.0% cohabit with a member of
the opposite sex, 0.8% live with a partner of the same sex, 20.3% are single and have
never married or been in a registered same sex partnership, 8.8% are separated or
divorced. There are 9,278 widowed people living in North Lincolnshire. Unfortunately we
do not have a great deal of data to compare our starters and applicants Marital Status to
the census but of the data we do have, it correlates with the census.
Ethnicity
92.3 %/ of the North Lincolnshire population class themselves as being of White British
origin; a further 3.2% are of other white origin. The remaining 4.5 % are from other
ethnic backgrounds as illustrated in the table below.

Given that North Lincolnshire’s residents are predominantly of a white origin it is no
surprise that Ongo’s ethnic applicant majority is White British but our recruitment data
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shows that despite that being the case we are receiving applications and appointing
those from those of a minority and we will continue to try find ways and means within
our recruitment processes to reach a wider pool of people.
Disability
The only data regarding disability available to us at the moment is that locally 21.3% of
the North Lincolnshire population aged 16-64 is registered disabled. 13% of our new
starters stated they had a disability and of those who completed the survey as part of the
recruitment process, there were 2 people that stated yes to having a disability. This tells
us that we still have some work to do in reaching individuals who consider themselves as
disabled, we will do this through our Disability Confident group in conjunction with the
HR team.
Religion or belief
The majority of the local population consider themselves to be Christian or have no
religion, which compares across all new starters appointed and applications received.
Please see North Lincolnshire and Yorkshire & Humber percentage figures illustrated
below.

Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Sikh
Buddhist
Hindu
Other
No Religion
Prefer not to say
No Answer

North
Lincolnshire
66.02%
0.03%
1.81%
0.32%
0.23%
0.27%
0.25%
23.99%
0.00%
7.08%

Yorkshire &
Humber
59.50%
0.19%
6.17%
0.42%
0.27%
0.46%
0.31%
25.86%
0.00%
6.83%

Gender reassignment, Sexual Orientation
Unfortunately there is no information regarding gender reassignment or Sexual
Orientation in North Lincolnshire available. The 2021 census data once published will
include this data to allow us to compare and report on.
4.

ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

4.1

Covered in the body of the report.

4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Group to note the content of this report for discussion at the next steering group.
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Lauren Robinson
HR & Organisational Development Officer
Email: lauren.robinson@ongo.co.uk
Telephone: (01724) 298896
Date Report Written: 3rd June 2021
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Nationality Ethnic
Origin
British
British

White English
White English
White English

Sexual
Orientation

Religion

Disabled Gender Gender
Age Band Age Marital
Reassign
Status
ment
Heterosexual Christianity No
Male
No
65+
71 Unknown
Heterosexual None

No

Female No

45-49

49 Unknown

Heterosexual Prefer not
to say

No

Male

No

50-54

53 Prefer not
to say

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

30-34

30 Unknown

Heterosexual None

No

Female No

25-29

27 Unknown

Heterosexual None

Yes

Female No

40-44

42 Unknown

Heterosexual Prefer not
to say
Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

35-39

39 Married

No

Female No

35-39

38 Unknown

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

<25

19 Married

Heterosexual Muslim

No

Male

No

<25

19 Prefer not
to say

Bangladeshi Asian or
Heterosexual Muslim
Asian British
–
Bangladeshi

Yes

Female No

45-49

21 Unknown

British

White Heterosexual None
English
British
White Heterosexual None
British
Bangladeshi Asian or
Heterosexual Muslim
Asian British
–
Bangladeshi

No

Male

No

45-49

46 Unknown

No

Male

No

30-34

31 Unknown

No

Female No

35-39

31 Unknown

British

No

Male

No

30-34

30 Married

Heterosexual Christianity Yes

Male

No

55-59

56 Unknown

British

British
British
British
British
British
British
British

White British
White English
White British
White English
White English
White English
White British

Mixed
Heritage White and
Black
African
White English
White English

Heterosexual Prefer not
to say

Heterosexual Christianity No

Male

No

25-29

29 Prefer not
to say

British

White English

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

50-54

40 Prefer not
to say

British

White English
White British

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

<25

23 Unknown

50-54

55 Married

British
British

British

Heterosexual Christianity No

Female No

British
British

White British
White British

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

25-29

27 Unknown

Heterosexual None

No

Male

No

30-34

31 Prefer not
to say

FREDIE Action Plan 21/22
Report Author: Erica Sanderson
Generated on: 07 July 2021

E&D Equality and Diversity

Code
EDI21/22

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Ongo's F.R.E.D.I.E Action
Plan 2021/22

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

31-Mar2022

EDI1 Fairness

Code

EDI1.1

EDI1.4

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Maureen
31-MarMathieson 2022

Gender pay gap report for 2019/2020
published and available on the Ongo
website. Next GPG report for
2020/2021 to be published by 5/4/2022.
06-Jul-2021
MM advised this action is now complete
and that next year's EDI action plan
should pick up the action for
2020/2021.

Erica Sanderson

Review of the rewards and
Maureen
31-Marrecognition options available
Mathieson 2022
to colleagues

Appointed a company to carry out full
salary package benchmarking exercise
looking at 190 different roles. Their
06-Jul-2021
results will go to board for
consideration, together with report
asking whether we want to move away

Erica Sanderson

Gender Pay Gap reporting

1

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

from current job - evaluation process or
not.

EDI1.5

Address issues raised in
relation to fairness across
Maureen
31-Marthe organisation from the
Mathieson 2022
Leaders in Diversity surveys

EDI1.6

Survey tenants to gain
insight into the fairness of
the organisation in respect
of the protected
characteristics

Wendy
Wolfe

31-Mar2022

EDI1.7

Partners and suppliers to
demonstrate a commitment
to EDI, in line with our own
policy

Julie
Collins

31-Mar2022

EDI1.8

Introduce exit interview for
transferring colleagues
within the organisation

Maureen
30-SepMathieson 2021

EDI1.9

Utilise Best Companies
survey findings to gain
insight into the fairness of
the organisation in respect
of the protected
characteristics

Maureen
31-MarMathieson 2022

The NCfD suggested to hold focus
groups with colleagues from across the
business to understand and get to the
root cause of issues around favouritism
(consider fetching in an external
independent organisation to facilitate
17-Jun-2021
this and consider whether the feedback
could be anonymous as people more
likely to provide further insight with only
recommendations being reported back
to Ongo

2

Erica Sanderson

EDI2 Respect

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

This is in the Policy Review Schedule to
develop this financial year

EDI2.1

Develop Menopause
Guidance and provide
support for colleagues

EDI2.3

Ensure Mental Health First
Aiders (MHFA) are
representative of the
workforce

EDI2.4

Produce video highlighting
inequalities for men and
women and safety

Helen
Prydderch

Lauren
Robinson

Sarah
Wilson

Update from Helen - currently
discussing this with our Health and
Wellbeing Champions as regards
interest in a support group. Some
colleagues have expressed interest in a 02-Jun-2021
jabber group to share experiences. We
have also run menopause awareness
workshops for managers and
colleagues previously so could run this
again as required.

31-Mar2022

Lauren to provide the information midend of August on current MHFAs

31-Oct2021

31-Aug2021

EDI3 Equality

3

Emma Kershaw

08-Jul-2021

Erica Sanderson

HR to provide a list of MHFA's to
establish the profiling of those with this 06-Jul-2021
qualification across the business.

Erica Sanderson

PR workin on a keeping women and
girls safe video prep, this is to
commence a conversation around the
wider topic of gender equality, women
and girls' safety and ending violence
against women and girls

Erica Sanderson

06-Jul-2021

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Video to be produced, headlined by
Steve, to get the message out about
safety when out running, showing the
differences between men and women.

EDI3.1

Discuss the possibility of a women's
forum - to discuss topical subjects. To
be led by Christine Fowler, who is the
women's officer for Unison.

Increase awareness and
understanding of Equality in Erica
31-Marrespect of Race, Gender,
Sanderson 2022
Disability, Age

30-Jun-2021
Looking into pursuing the White Ribbon
UK accreditation. KC to provide an
update once she has had meetin with
Dawn Hill and NLC Domestic Abuse
Coordinator.
Look at holding a 'Reclaim the night'
walk from The Arc to Ongo House.
Angela Whitehead to lead possibly.

EDI3.2

Complete quality checks on
the Equality Impact
Erica
31-MarAssessments (EIA)
Sanderson 2022
completed throughout the
year

EDI4 Diversity

4

Erica Sanderson

Code

EDI4.1

EDI4.2

EDI4.3

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Karen
Cowan

Pro-actively encourage
colleagues from across the
Isobel
business to update their EDI
Sheppard
profile information on the HR
portal

Date of Note Author

Currently have vacancies on our board.
Board succession and recruitment
policy currently being reviewed and will
06-Jul-2021
be approved by the board. Proposal to
include specific wording around the
diversity of the board within the policy.

Increase the diversity on our
31-Marboards – specifically around Jo Sugden
2022
Race and Age

Implement the HDN board
trainee programme to
ensure board succession
planning takes into account
underrepresented groups

Progress Update

Ongo is committed to signing up to the
HDN Board Diversity Programme.
Currently in discussions with LHP and
ACIS to see if they want to join to signup collectively. This will develop a pool
of potential board members for the
06-Jul-2021
organisations.

31-Mar2022

31-Mar2022

Erica Sanderson

Signing up to the HDN’s Board
Diversity Programme and have other
organisations on board with it too.

02-Jun-2021

Emma Kershaw

To put a piece in Core Brief to
encourage colleagues to update their
information and ask all managers and
Team Leaders to ask their team
members to update their information,
explaining that without this we are
unable to accurately report on pay gap
in relation to race and disability status.

06-Jul-2021

Erica Sanderson

06-Jul-2021

Erica Sanderson

Isobel confirmed that 1/4ly updates of
the profiling information will be set up
as workflows within the HR system.
Current % of staff responses:
Nationality - 94%

5

Erica Sanderson

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Sexual orientation - 99%
Religion - 83%
Disability status - 98%
Gender - 100%
Age - 100%
Marital status - 70%
Gender reassignment - 68%

EDI4.4

Raise awareness of the EDI Erica
31-MarSteering group
Sanderson 2022

EDI4.5

Promote access to our
housing to BAME
communities in the areas
that we operate

Jane
Crookes

31-Mar2022

EDI4.6

Address the disparities in
respect of race and the

Leah
Gilliott

31-Mar2022

6

Isobel to build in the workflow to the HR
system – as per discussion at Disability 17-Jun-2021
Confident meeting

Erica Sanderson

Core brief entry every month about
what's going on with EDI across the
organisation. Need to ensure EDI is
discussed at team meetings with reps
on the group taking the feedback to
their teams.

06-Jul-2021

Erica Sanderson

Shared information internally with
colleagues who work with our tenants 06-Jul-2021
and customers about the importance of

Erica Sanderson

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

COVID-19 and health in
general

EDI4.7

EDI4.8

Date of Note Author

the vaccine due to a lack of take-up
from minority communities. Work with
colleagues from the NHS to share
information and advice to our minority
communities regarding COVID-19.

Complete annual diversity
profiling exercise for
Karen
colleagues, tenants, Board / Cowan
Leadership

Submit EDI reports to Board

Progress Update

Karen
Cowan

Raise awareness of the COVID vaccine
programme amongst minority
17-Jun-2021
communities to encourage take-up

Erica Sanderson

31-Mar2022

To pick up early 2022.

06-Jul-2021

Erica Sanderson

31-Mar2022

Report on diversity profile data to the
Governance & Remuneration
Committee on an annual basis for
detailed discussion and agreeing any
recommendations to go to the Group
Common Board

28-Jun-2021

Erica Sanderson

All vacancies include wording that
welcome applications from
underrepresented groups, specifically in
respect of race and disability.

EDI4.9

Advertise all vacancies by
targeting and sharing
information via local and
national Diversity networks
and by including positive
statements within job
adverts

Lauren
Robinson

31-Mar2022

We are able to share our job adverts
06-Jul-2021
with the National Centre for Diversity to
share with the organisations they work
with, the Housing Quality Network EDI
forum and with a colleague from the
North Lincolnshire EDI Forum, Marcus
Isman, who is a member of the Black &
Asian Leadership Institute to share with

7

Erica Sanderson

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

that network. This is now standard
practice for job adverts.

With the option of Agile working with
Ongo, our vacancies may have a
greater reach and interest more diverse
individuals as office-based isn't
required as a must.

EDI5 Inclusion

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Chloe Sanderson is leading on this
project from an ICT perspective but it's
a big ask for what needs to be done in
respect of accessibility and really needs
a project group to get the work required
done.

EDI5.1

Address the issues around
accessibility for the Ongo
Website

Chloe
31-MarSanderson 2022

06-Jul-2021
PDF accessiobility is the main concern
for the website as they are currently not
in an accessible format for people with
sight impairments. Requirement to
review all PDFs on the wensite and
make them accessible. All new
documents (i.e. policies) that are
uploaded are produced in the

8

Erica Sanderson

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

accessible format but the historical
documents need to be revised.

Also an issue surrounding PDFs that
are created by external sources (i.e.
Lettable Standard). We need to include
in all briefs that they are developed to
the accessibility requirements.
Put solution in place to address
limitations of some functions on our
websites (ongo.co.uk, the arc,
commercial etc.)

17-Jun-2021

Erica Sanderson

Communities working a lot on social
isolation.

EDI5.2

Address issues surrounding
mental health and social
isolation for colleagues and
tenants

New office H&S forum to have a focus
06-Jul-2021
on mental health for internal collagues.
We need to remember that social
isolation can be in respect of both
colelagues and tenants.

Helen
Prydderch; 31-MarJan
2022
Williams

There is a high-level mental health plan
in place, which is led on by the H&W
group. HP update - We will be
commencing discussions with the
health and wellbeing group on how we
03-Jun-2021
bring this to life so will update you as
we go. In the comms on Mental Health
Awareness Week we have also shared
information on dealing with anxiety as
we come out of lockdown.

9

Erica Sanderson

Emma Kershaw

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

EDI5.3

Work to open up the
conversation around mental
health in men

EDI5.4

Embed EDI training across
the business in relation to
FREDIE and Unconscious
Bias

EDI5.5

Lauren
Promote our existing EDI eRobinson;
learning to our tenant
Wendy
volunteers
Wolfe

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

31-Mar2022
Unconscious Bias training has been
rolled out to Board, Leadership Team,
members of the EDI Group and some
28-Jun-2021
Managers. 2 further sessions have
been planned for managers - 29th July
& 9th September

Erica
31-MarSanderson 2022

Erica Sanderson

31-Mar2022

EDI6 Engagement

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

EDI6.1

Learn from the experts Identify colleagues that are Lauren
willing to engage and share Robinson
experiences with others

31-Mar2022

EDI6.10

Disability Awareness Month Helen
– December 2021
Prydderch

31-Mar2022

EDI6.11

Women’s History Month –
March 2022

Erica
31-MarSanderson 2022

EDI6.12

Implement initiative to
ensure a diverse tenant
voice that is representative
of our tenant population

Wendy
Wolfe

Progress

Status

31-Mar2022

10

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

EDI6.13

Share directory of diversityprofile specific agencies
external to Ongo that we
Erica
31-Marcan work and collaborate
Sanderson 2022
with the promote initiatives
etc.

EDI6.14

Capture feedback from
partners and others we work
Julie
with regarding the support
Collins
provided by Ongo regarding
the commitment to FREDIE

31-Mar2022

EDI6.2

Include an EDI item in Core Leah
Brief each month
Gilliott

31-Mar2022

Completed this action as a standard
EDI piece goes in Core Brief each
06-Jul-2021
month as part of the policy and strategy
update.

Erica Sanderson

Share blogs from the HQN on the
INtranet in the EDI area along with
regular newletters from the Housing
diversity Network. Also share
information specific to awareness
06-Jul-2021
weeks as and when these happen.
Recently share lots of info around
Pride, the origination of it and an
interesting piece on conversion therapy.

Erica Sanderson

COMPLETE

28-Jun-2021

Erica Sanderson

COMPLETE

28-Jun-2021

Erica Sanderson

EDI6.3

Monthly update of EDI area
Emma
on the Intranet with a
Kershaw
different theme of FREDIE

31-Mar2022

EDI6.4

Item in Key News each
Wendy
edition around one / 2 of the
Wolfe
themes of FREDIE

31-Mar2022

EDI6.5

Monthly update on Website
in line with what goes on
Intranet

Leah
Gilliott

31-Mar2022

EDI6.6

Mental Health Awareness
Week – May 2021

Helen
Prydderch

30-Mar2022

EDI6.7

Pride – June 2021
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Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer
Leah
Gilliott

Due Date

Progress

Status

31-Mar2022

EDI6.8

Black History Month –
October 2021

31-Mar2022

EDI6.9

International Men's Day November 2021

26-Nov2021

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

LG & ES to meet to discuss action plan
03-Jun-2021
for raising awareness – 18/5/21

Emma Kershaw

EDI7 Overall

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

Progress

Status

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

EDI7.1

Promote Ongo's
commitment to FREDIE

Leah
Gilliott

31-Mar2022

Use FREDIE video as pormo for our
committment both internally and
externally

28-Jun-2021

Erica Sanderson

EDI7.2

Create FREDIE poster

Leah
Gilliott

31-Mar2022

to be designed up (using photos of
colleagues holding the letters) with info 28-Jun-2021
of what each letter means

Erica Sanderson

EDI7.3

Explore recommendation
from the NCfD to include
Lauren
specific reference to
Robinson
FREDIE in the PDR process

31-Mar2022

All colleagues to aspire to be FREDIE
role models in all they do - examples of 28-Jun-2021
how they do this.

Erica Sanderson

EDI7.4

Karen
Leaders to understand their
Cowan;
31-Marresponsibilities in relation to
Erica
2022
FREDIE
Sanderson

Include in LT newsletters from policy
team updates on FREDIE
28-Jun-2021
Include FREDIE update in Board
newsletter

EDI21/22 Ongo's F.R.E.D.I.E Action Plan 2021/22
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Erica Sanderson

Code

Action Title

Lead
Officer

Due Date

EDI1

Fairness

31-Mar2022

EDI2

Respect

31-Mar2022

EDI3

Equality

31-Mar2022

EDI4

Diversity

31-Mar2022

EDI5

Inclusion

31-Mar2022

EDI6

Engagement

31-Mar2022

EDI7

Overall

31-Mar2022

Progress

Status

Action Status
Cancelled
Overdue; Neglected
Unassigned; Check Progress
Not Started; In Progress; Assigned
Completed

13

Progress Update

Date of Note Author

Web Accessibility Update / Overview from Chloe Sanderson – EDI Meeting
Slides will run through the following information
 Introduction to Web Accessibility and the standards that we aspire to be compliant
 The standard is referred to as WCAG 2.1 AA
What is web accessibility?
Making a website or mobile app accessible means making sure it can be used by as many
people as possible.
This includes those with:
 impaired vision
 motor difficulties
 cognitive impairments or learning disabilities
 deafness or impaired hearing
At least 1 in 5 people in the UK have a long term illness, impairment or disability. Many more
have a temporary disability.
Accessibility means more than putting things online. It means making your content and design
clear and simple enough so that most people can use it without needing to adapt it, while
supporting those who do need to adapt things.
For example, someone with impaired vision might use a screen reader (software that lets a user
navigate a website and ‘read out’ the content), braille display or screen magnifier. Or someone
with motor difficulties might use a special mouse, speech recognition software or on-screen
keyboard emulator.
Our Journey to be accessible
Promoting the information to employees and to customers to get a better understanding of
what we need to understand as well as meeting the government guidelines.
What does this mean to us as a company?
What can we do as individuals to make improvements with awareness across the business to
create new web content and documents with accessibility in mind.
New Tools
To enable us to find out and make progress on reaching the guidelines, we have a tool which
can scan our websites and My Home (customer portal). These give us a score against the
guidelines which we can work on Improving to meet the AA standard.
We are in planning stages and working with our developers to plan the process of updating and
will be doing the same internally with employees so they have responsibility for their area to
meet the criteria set, initially this will start with updating PDF documents and our website
content.
Through using the tool ‘Silktide’ this enables our employees to access training through the
online academy which also includes a simulation tool that can be installed on your browser to

show how online content could be viewed by someone that has Dyslexia, Colour blindness,
Myopia, Blindness and more.
Increasing our awareness and changing our way of thinking when creating anything new, which
will be displayed online for our colleagues or customers.
We are keen to set up a working group across our teams to work on this together and share
what we learn with the wider business.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Name of policy being assessed

Lettings Policy

Summary of aims and objectives of
the policy

The Lettings Policy is going through a full review
following the decision to incorporate MyMove, Ongo’s
own advertising platform outside of CBL to improve the
allocation of our properties.
The main aims of the policy are to ensure:
 We meet our statutory and regulatory
obligations
 We achieve fairness and transparency
throughout the lettings process
 We meet housing need
 We make best use of housing stock
 We let properties as efficiently as possible

What involvement and consultation
has been done in relation to this
policy? (e.g. with relevant groups
and stakeholders)

A masse survey has been carried out with colleagues
internally, our tenants and applicants for housing and
other housing professionals.

Who is affected by the policy?

Colleagues (Lettings, Housing, Income, Customer
Service Team, Support); Tenants; applicants; Local
Authorities

What are the arrangements for
monitoring and reviewing the actual
impact of the policy?

 Annual review following the initial review and
revisions of the policy
 BSC targets will inform whether we need to look at
the policy and make any amends, these figures are
reported on monthly
 Complaints that come in will influence any policy
revisions required
 Satisfaction surveys with tenants and applicants

EIA complete by

Erica Sanderson, Strategy & Policy Manager

(Name and Role)

Jane Crookes, Lettings Manager

Date completed
Review date if applicable
Date of quality check (if applicable)
by the EDI Steering group

In line with first year review then 3-yearly after that

EVALUATION
Protected
Is there potential Please explain or give any examples of any evidence or
Characteristic for a positive or
data used
Group
negative impact?

Action to address the negative
impact (e.g. adjustment to the policy)

We may, in some circumstances, make direct offers of
housing too applicants. This could be in a circumstance
where an applicant is in need of specialist accommodation
due to a physical, mental or learning disability

Disability

Yes

We have lettings criteria attached to some of our
properties that are purpose built, mobility accessible or
adapted. These properties will be allocated to those who
show a specific need and only made available to those who
demonstrate a need for this type of property. In terms of
adapted properties, priority will be given to the applicant
that most closely matches the adaptations provided
Where we are aware that an applicant has suffered hate
crime, we would take this into consideration when
allocating a property. This may mean that a person is made
a direct offer of housing to ensure they do not endure the
same

Gender
reassignment

No

Marriage or
civil
partnership

No

Were we are aware that an applicant has suffered hate
crime, we would take this into consideration when
allocating a property. This may mean that a person is made
a direct offer of housing to ensure they do not endure the
same

No adjustment required. This is to
ensure best use of housing stock and
all considerations are taken into
account – i.e affordability,
sustainability of tenancy, community
cohesion etc.

EVALUATION
Protected
Is there potential Please explain or give any examples of any evidence or
Characteristic for a positive or
data used
Group
negative impact?

Action to address the negative
impact (e.g. adjustment to the policy)

Pregnancy
No
and maternity
Where we are aware that an applicant has suffered hate
crime, we would take this into consideration when
allocating a property. This may mean that a person is made
a direct offer of housing to ensure they do not endure the
same

Race /
ethnicity

Yes

We will conduct Right to Rent checks on all applicants
accessing our homes through My Move. Applicants
accessing our homes through our CBL schemes will have
Right to Rent checks completed by the relevant local
authority responsible for the CBL scheme

Religion or
belief

Where we are aware that an applicant has suffered hate
crime, we would take this into consideration when
allocating a property. This may mean that a person is made
a direct offer of housing to ensure they do not endure the
same

Sexual
orientation

Where we are aware that an applicant has suffered hate
crime, we would take this into consideration when
allocating a property. This may mean that a person is made
a direct offer of housing to ensure they do not endure the
same

Sex (gender)

An example could be a woman fleeing domestic violence
and housing her in a block of flats whereby all the other
tenants were male.

Yes

No requirement to amend the policy,
it is already detailed within at 4.5

We would apply sensitive let criteria
in these circumstances to ensure the
allocation were suitable for both the

EVALUATION
Protected
Is there potential Please explain or give any examples of any evidence or
Characteristic for a positive or
data used
Group
negative impact?

Action to address the negative
impact (e.g. adjustment to the policy)
applicant and those tenants already
living in the area.

Age

We have letting criteria in respect of age attached to some
of our properties, specifically our bungalows and
Retirement Living properties (detailed within our Letting
Criteria)

Yes

No change to policy, the lettings
criteria has been agreed at
Community Voice

Any other considerations?
Detail

Response
Robust risk assessments are completed pre-tenancy to ensure that the person is
being allocated the right home, at the right time, in the right area and that
appropriate support is in place to ensure positive tenancy management with a
support plan in place where necessary to ensure tenancy sustainability.

Must not breach section 4(1) of the Rehabilitation
of Offenders Act 1974 – re. spent convictions and
also be mindful to indirect discrimination i.e care
leavers who are statistically more likely to commit
crime BUT people can be excluded on the grounds
In respect of spent convictions, it would be a consideration of the Lettings Team if
of bad behaviour if in the interest of the community
this were disclosed and there was potential for it to impact on the other residents
as a whole
in the area or the applicant in a negative way.
Question
Is it possible the proposed
policy or change in policy
could discriminate or
unfairly disadvantage
people?

Y/N

Y

Include any explanation or justification
It has been acknowledged that there may be an issue relating to fairness of accessibility to the My
Move platform for those who are not digitally enabled. This being the case, we have considered
the following to minimise and, hopefully, mitigate this prospective unfairness:


Provide assistance through our Customer Service Team for them to register the customer
with their basic details once and register their interest for the properties that would be
suitable based on the criteria provided (area, household makeup, number of bedrooms)

EVALUATION


To work with PR to ensure there are adverts (posters etc.) in addition to the digital
marketing campaign for My Move to ensure that everyone has equal access to the platform
– this advertising will include a contact number for applicants to contact the CST if they
are unable to register digitally themselves

Originally it was proposed that in the case of a tie, where 2 or more applicants were equal in
respect of housing need and the additional criteria, the successful applicant would be whomever
registered their interest first - i.e. a ‘fastest finger first’ scenario. This was deemed unfair – for
example if people only have access to the internet once per week and / or if they have to rely on
other people to register interest for them, this may not happen immediately as they won’t have
received the e-mailed information on the property.
It has been discussed with our legal contacts at Forbes and they have suggested that a automated
random selector built within the system for instances of a tiebreaker would be the most fair way
to identify the successful applicant. This would take out any manual intervention and ensure a
fair and equal selection.
Any other considerations?

Final decision



Include any explanation or justification

No barriers identified
You can decide to stop the policy or practice at
some point because the data shows bias
towards one or more groups
You can adapt or change the policy in a way
which you think will eliminate the bias
Barriers and impact identified, however having
considered all available options carefully, there
appear to be no other proportionate ways to
achieve the aim of the policy (e.g. in extreme
cases or where positive action is taken).



There are justifications and controls in place to mitigate or minimise any
discrimination / unfairness throughout the process. We have identified areas
where there is potential for unfair or discriminatory issues occurring but have
acknowledged these above.

EVALUATION
Final decision
Therefore you are going to proceed with caution
with this policy knowing that it may favour some
people less than others, providing justification
for this decision.



Include any explanation or justification

